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ABSTRACT

Human and nonhuman animal lives are intimately entangled. In the age of the Anthropocene, it is
imperative to reexamine our proximity and kinship with nature. Human-wildlife conflict can evolve
into coexistence through conservation efforts marked by creativity and compassion. To inspire
conservation action among North American audiences, we must enact novel ways of disseminating
scientifically technical concepts. Multimedia storytelling can encourage equitable involvement among
lay participants in conservation spaces. When inclusive of Indigenous knowledges, and conscious of
damage narratives, such innovative stories can empathetically communicate wildlife degradation and
injustices, as well as animate vulnerable human and nonhuman communities.
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FOREWARD
Human and nonhuman animal lives are inexorably and undeniably entangled. An ontological
relationship as delicate as this requires compassion and creativity to coexist. Consequentially,
biodiversity loss and species extinctions from climate change and wildlife trafficking cannot be
combated through conventional conservation methods alone. In a world that is multispecies and
multicultural, we need multidisciplinary collaboration to equitably engage a diversity of
demographics.
According to the global Living Planet Index, the population sizes of mammals, birds, fish, amphibians,
and reptiles have declined by 68% since 1970 (WWF 2020). In the age of the Anthropocene, or the
Sixth Mass Extinction, it is our moral imperative to reexamine our proximity and kinship with nature.
To inspire conservation action among North American audiences, we must enact novel ways of
disseminating scientifically technical concepts. Equally vital, is the amplification of Indigenous and
local knowledges. There are myriad realities that persist across geographical and temporal
landscapes, and all should be rendered visible.
Multimedia storytelling is a synthesis of visual, aural, and written mediums of expression and
communication. These elements, whether individually applied, or interwoven, encourage inclusive
involvement among lay participants in conservation spaces. When conscious of damage narratives,
such innovative stories can empathetically convey wildlife degradation, injustices, and animate
vulnerable human and nonhuman communities.

VI

“We Americans are reluctant to learn a foreign language of our own species, let alone
another species. But imagine the possibilities. Imagine the access we would have to
different perspectives, the things we might see through other eyes, the wisdom that
surrounds us. We don’t have to figure out everything by ourselves: there are
intelligences other than our own, teachers all around us. Imagine how much less
lonely the world would be.”
Robin Wall Kimmerer
(Excerpt from Braiding Sweetgrass 2013)

“In the end we will conserve only what we love, we will love only what we
understand, and we will understand only what we are taught."
Baba Dioum
(General Assembly of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 1968)
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INTRODUCTION
Inspiration
Inspiration for this thesis is due in no small part to the 2019 RISD Global course, South Africa: The Art
and Science of Conservation, taught by Dr. Lucy Spelman.
Shrinking down to the bi-pedal level of a Temminck’s pangolin in the Limpopo Province, I peered into
burrows, sifted through red sand at the base of giant termite mounds, and followed trails of ants,
eagerly anticipating evidence that one had been there. After spending weeks exploring their home
ranges, I did not have to see a pangolin to understand how ecologically and culturally significant they
were.
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“Pangolins are bad luck…killing them is a bad omen. My mother, she is a traditional medicine doctor,
and she would never use the parts of pangolins in her medicines. If they are on our lands, we are
afraid the droughts will come. We believe that if a pangolin's blood falls on the ground, it brings bad
luck, thus, killing or catching pangolins is forbidden.”
Vusi warned me of the precarious nature of pangolins on a walk through the bush to identify birds.
He’s a young wildlife conservation photographer from the Mpumalanga province, who fell in love
with telling the stories of animals after he documented a rhino de-horning.
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“I want my friends and my family to know about pangolins. They are not evil; they should not be
poached! They need our help. Pangolins keep the ecosystem balanced. We must protect them because
they can’t protect themselves.”
Melody, who contemplated writing a song to teach her local community about pangolins, instead
made a piece using multiple mediums—most derived from the earth. She wanted to mimic the
environment pangolins live in. The canvas came to life with red sand, dried and crumpled leaves, and
little stones she collected as she wandered through the bush.
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Pangolins Made Visual
As part of the course’s curriculum, fellow students from RISD, Brown University, and visiting scholars
from South Korea, were tasked in using the visual arts to communicate human-animal conflicts
intensified by the illegal wildlife trade. Due to location-based constraints, we had to quickly innovate
means of making that were far from conventional. Since the nearest town was a long, bumpy, and
dusty drive from our field school, Bushwise, we had limited opportunities to collect materials for our
projects.
We scavenged elements from the outdoors, purchased pieces from local markets, and if we were
lucky, vibrant textiles from a fabric store or two.
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The Acornhoek marketplace had infectious spirit. The items on display were energized by the vendors
who greeted one another with hardy hugs and effervescent laughs in between transactions. Music
vibrated through stereo speakers, and the smell of sweet smoke from the grills swirled through the
air.
Rattling in the wind were strings of ornamental pods made from recycled plastic pollution from the
streets. The artists repurposed the materials to be warn as skirts for traditional dances.

A cat meandered through the stands, but later took her post underneath a hand-painted sign
advertising a list of afflictions that could be cured with magic potions.
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The shop was the size of a storage closet, and just as dark too. Through the small door opening, the
sun shone a dusty light on this cabinet of curiosities. The shelves were bursting with a medley of jars
and containers. Some concoctions were a pickled mix of submerged and buoyant animal parts,
clouded in murky liquid. Dried roots and herbs hung from the walls in bushels, while wooden crates
housed miscellaneous appendages and sunbaked lizard tails. “Professor Mbuga” cautioned me not to
take photos of the interior. Though I now reveal what I witnessed in words, the true secrets remain
bottled up for paying customers.
No pangolin scales, wines, or powders were found in the enchanted emporium; however, the
experience did inspire me to create an art piece in the spirit of Indigenous superstitions.

“Every Scale Tells a Story,” was an interactive art-technology piece that had movable canvas scales.
Underneath each scale was a miniature QR code that transported the viewer to a resource where
they could learn more about pangolins and the threats they face. I organized a database comprising
scientific journals, Indigenous myths and local legends, conservation nonprofit websites, wildlife
documentaries, social media platforms, and art portfolios. The art-style was fashioned after children’s
storybooks, to make the concept appealing to a range of audiences and demographics. Children could
see how charming pangolins are, while adults could scan codes to learn more in a scientifically
articulated environment. Essentially, a story within a story. My hope was that the world would fall in
love with these magical creatures, just as I had.
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The RISD Global program culminated at Art Exchange Day, which was hosted by the school of
Acornhoek and local nonprofit, Seeds of Light. A make-shift art gallery was constructed in the
gymnasium. There, I presented my final project alongside my classmates’.
“What is that animal? I have never seen one of those before…
…What? A panga...a pangolin? Where do those live?”
Two young students from the Acornhoek school stared at my art piece blankly, then back at me. I had
named the mammal depicted in my creation for clarification, as I assumed my art skills could not
speak for themselves. I was surprised to hear that even upon explaining what a pangolin is and where
it lives, they still didn’t connect with it. Pangolins are elusive creatures, and a rarity to see in the wild;
however, the local community shares direct contact with the mammal’s home and satellite ranges.
Pangolins meander through their backyard, yet throughout childhood, and in school, the girls were
never exposed to that seemingly invisible world.
Organized below are further examples of pangolin-inspired projects that were showcased at Art
Exchange Day, accompanied by artist statements:
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Acornhoek student models pangolin dress, designed by Sophie Curlee [RISD Textiles 22’]

The dress displays the incredible way the pangolin is able to protect itself in a ball, but also how its
scales are being taken and collected in bags to be sold. The other outfits in my Conservation Collection
include the brutality of rhino poaching, the ivory trade, vulture lead poisoning, and canned lion hunting
and captive breeding. It was imperative to use a collage of local fabrics from Acornhoek to
communicate and promote the importance of wildlife within the community, since wildlife is so heavily
integrated in the culture of the people. (Curlee 2019)
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Jill Hanyi Jiang [RISD] demonstrates her interactive TCM art piece to local students

I learned about the situation of pangolins through textbooks in primary school. But at that time, except
feeling extremely sad for the poor creature, I couldn’t do anything for them. As time passed, I gradually
forgot about the pangolins – and that’s the same to most of the young Chinese people in my generation.
Protecting pangolins seems too far from us – only few people are lucky enough to see a pangolin in
their lifetime; most of the people are unable to see, or don’t even know the existence of such a
mysterious creature. But the reality is always bloody and cruel – a large number of pangolin scales are
peeled from the pangolins for the use in Chinese traditional medicines. The use of pangolin scales in
medicine is still legal in China. The elders who believe in traditional medicine usually have superstitions
about pangolin scales. But many of them don’t understand the fact that Chinese pangolins are critically
endangered. Thus, if the people can be better informed about the pangolin situation, it’s possible to
stop or minimize the use of pangolin scales. I made this art piece in order to inform my audience, (the
younger generation in China in particular), about the mass use of pangolin scales in traditional medicine
and the pain we brought to those friendly creatures. The packaging of traditional medicine is very
simple in most cases. Without labeling, many people wouldn’t look into the ingredients to see what
are exactly in the mix of powder. When pangolin scales are ground into powders, they disappear – just
like the pangolins in the wild – not only because they are mysterious and leave no trails, but also
because of the killing and poaching due to human desire. (Jiang 2019)
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Angie Dibakoane, Mapusha Weaver, holds first Pangolin Plush

Adam Moreno [Brown University Evolutionary Biology ‘18] enlisted The Mapusha Weaving
Cooperative, to bring his prototype sketch to life.
Adam’s vision garnered support from Creature Conserve, a Rhode Island nonprofit with a mission to
unite scientists and artists to conserve animals and encourage coexistence with urban wildlife. The
Pangolin Plush is part of Creature Conserve’s Field Studies Program: Visualizing Pangolins, which
“aims to make the pangolin’s plight – and what we can do about it – more accessible, meaningful,
and relevant.” Founder, Dr. Lucy Spelman explains,
Our target audience is both the general public, and the local community in the area where we
have based this study, Hoedspruit South Africa. This project aims to make this amazing
creature and the need to protect it from poachers more accessible, meaningful, and relevant
to those of us who will never see one. (Spelman 2020)
In his artist statement, Adam passionately writes:
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Wildlife plays an integral part in inspiring culture and cultural identity. In South Africa, a
country rich in both cultural diversity and biodiversity, animals are part of and have an impact
on local art, customs, and folklore. The scales of this plush pangolin are made from a variety of
Schwe-Schwe and other fabrics, each representative of different Indigenous groups in South
Africa. With this piece, I aim to show that wildlife and culture are not at odds with each other,
but rather deeply interwoven. By celebrating them together, we can respect and preserve
both. (Moreno 2019)
Adam has recently begun integrating a variety of traditional Asian fabrics into the latest Plushes to
raise awareness about the four critically endangered pangolin species across the eastern countries.
In a recent update received through WhatsApp (Penelope Colly, September 18, 2020), the Mapusha
weavers have continued to persevere during the COVID-19 pandemic. Led by Angie, the women can
be seen assembling a collection of pangolins to sell to tourists as a means of securing income during a
time when so many have lost work opportunities:
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Pangolins & the Pandemic
In South Africa, I was exposed to varying degrees of pangolin knowledge, but upon returning home, I
realized a majority of Americans had never heard of a pangolin before. When trying to raise
awareness and educate others, I was often met with puzzling attempts to re-hear what they believed
to be a mumbled garble of “penguin.”
My progress stifled, and I eventually settled with the goal of telling at least one new person per week
about pangolins and the plight they face.
Then, in the early months of 2020, something horrific and extraordinary occurred. SARS-CoV-2 swept
through the world, officially putting pangolins on the map.
As of December 14th, 2020, the novel coronavirus has infected over 72,385,935 million people, and
the death toll has risen to 1,615,052 worldwide (Gardner and Blauer 2020). Experts traced the origins
to the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market in the city of Wuhan, China (Mallapaty 2020). Since the
case cluster’s discovery in December 2019, virologists, microbiologists, evolutionary ecologists,
chiropterologists, and the like, have been gathering evidence to identify the intermediary host, to
establish when and how the virus was transmitted from bats to humans (Mallapaty 2020).
The intricacy of the chain of cross-species transmission has stirred considerable confusion among the
general public and a variety of media sources. Since the outbreak, all kinds of animal species have
been named responsible for this global pandemic; bats, civets, snakes, and most notably, pangolins.
Almost 16% of all deaths worldwide can be attributed to infectious diseases, and zoonoses account
for 60% of known infectious diseases and 75% of emerging infectious diseases (Salyer et al. 2017).
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) states that zoonoses cause an estimated 2.5
billion cases of illness and 2.7 million deaths every year. Six in ten infectious disease cases reported
every year are zoonotic and three-quarters of new or emerging infectious diseases come from
animals (CDC 2017; CDC 2020).
Pangolins have been repeatedly alluded to as the intermediate host for bridging the gap between the
reservoir host and humans. In February and March 2020, when panic about COVID-19 was circulating
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throughout the world, media sources pushed dozens of articles and interviews to highlight every
possible suspected intermediate host. None considered the implications of demonizing critically
endangered species. Today, scientists are still attempting to determine the source.
A study conducted by Xiao, Kangpeng, et al. (2020) discovered:
One coronavirus isolated from Malayan pangolins showed 100%, 98.2%, 96.7% and 90.4%
amino acid identity with 2019-nCoV in the E, M, N and S genes, respectively. In particular, the
receptor-binding domain of the S protein of the Pangolin-CoV is virtually identical to that of
2019-nCoV, with one amino acid difference.
These numbers were corroborated by Lam et al. (2020) during their investigation into SARS-CoV-2
related coronaviruses in Malayan pangolins seized in anti-smuggling operations in southern China.
Scholars of the “Prevent and Predict” article, urgently convey:
Trade in pangolins in China is illegal but continues nevertheless because their meat and scales
are highly valued. Although pangolins were not listed on the inventory of the Wuhan wildlife
market, it is possible that illegal pangolin trade was occurring there. Regardless of the actual
species involved, COVID-19 highlights the urgent case for permanent closure of the legal
wildlife trade, as well as attempts to prevent its illegal counterpart. (Nature Ecology &
Evolution 2020)
In Pangolins, Biodiversity of the World: Conservation from Genes to Landscapes, contributing authors
proclaim that:
The risk of transmission and spillover of pathogens from their wildlife host to humans and
domestic animals is increased with close proximity (Cantlay et al. 2017; Smith et al. 2017).
Encroachment into previously wild spaces and the global trade in wild animals are
anthropogenic changes which facilitate unnatural proximity, transboundary disease
movement, and pathogen spillover between species (Daszak et al. 2001). (Challender et al.
2019, chap. 29)
Though nonhuman animal species like pangolins, bats, and civets, are culpable in the chain of
zoonotic virus transmissions, the true problem lies within us. Human greed, lack of resources to
complete wildlife veterinary and virology studies, misinformation spouted by unreliable outlets and
non-peer-reviewed sources, lack of science understanding by lay audiences, and the extreme
misappropriation of public health funding are to blame. In an interview with Steve Mirsky for
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Scientific American, Jane Goodall passionately proclaims, “We’ve got to get away from this
consumerism, materialism that puts economic development ahead of environmental protection,
which is damaging the future generations of humans and animals” (2020).
As declared by Dr. Tuttle, “we should see COVID-19 as a grim reminder that human well-being
requires responsible stewardship of nature, not just dominance” (Ward 2020). Our exploitation of
wildlife must be challenged if we ever hope to prevent future spillover events of pandemic
proportion. We must hold ourselves accountable for the state of the world, and we must actively
prevent extinctions of endangered species and vulnerable nonhuman animal populations.
Informed science communication plays an integral role in how information is disseminated to lay
audiences. If creative and accessible tools are not employed, the health and safety of global
populations are at stake. A striking example of enacting multimedia storytelling to educate the public
about the dangers of COVID-19, can be observed in the science illustration of the virus itself.

(CDC, Alissa Eckert, MSMI; Dan Higgins, MAMS)

The iconic image of the coronavirus was created by CDC medical illustrators, Alissa Eckert and Dan
Higgins. Collectively, they have degrees in the following fields: science illustration, medical
illustration, biomedical illustration, fine arts and graphic design. When the health crisis in Wuhan first
emerged, an emergency response team specializing in visual information was dispatched. Informed
by science, these scholars were tasked in designing a symbol that would be easy to interpret by lay
audiences, and easy to reproduce on varying platforms (Berlin 2020; Giaimo 2020). The graphic is the
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result of collaboration between artists, virologists, and other scientists who helped Eckert and Higgins
better understand the genetic material, proteins, and overall composition of the novel coronavirus.
At first, the electron images of the coronavirus are visible as black and white blobs, but after some
manipulation and creative touches, the artists are able to transform them. Choosing colors for
example, was a purely artistic interpretation. The S protein is red, the E is yellow, and the M is
orange. Color has to be carefully decided. For example, colors that are "too playful" (Eckert 2020) can
convey weak messages. In contrast, the red is striking and captivates viewers instantly.
As representative in the digitized coronavirus, art and science, when combined, can simply and
creatively communicate convoluted medical information to lay audiences. Supplementary to RISD’s
Evolutionary Biology course, taught by Dr. Spelman in the spring semester of 2020, I challenged
myself to build upon Eckert’s rendering to depict the coronavirus through an alternate narrative.
My final project was inspired by Sean Vidal Edgerton, a science illustrator and evolutionary virologist,
who champions animal and LGBTQ+ rights through pangolin artwork. I used Adobe applications to
color a simple outlined version of the coronavirus. I then transformed a photograph generously
shared by Adam Moreno, from his time rehabilitating pangolins in South Africa. I wanted to
emphasize the shape a pangolin makes when it defensively rolls up into a ball, which is one of their
most distinguishable traits. When the images are arranged side-by-side there are some similarities;
however, when the virus is transposed on top of the pangolin, the message becomes clearer.
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Human-wildlife conflicts exacerbated by nonhuman animal trafficking through the illegal wildlife
trade, have reverberating impacts on myriad ecological systems throughout the world; the most
prolific event being, spillover of zoonotic diseases. The exploitive crossing of species boundaries
produces the favorable conditions a virus needs to survive and reproduce. If sustainable interactions
are not actively pursued, separation between human, nonhuman animal, and virus will be
nonexistent. The pangolin risks being seen as a virus and nothing more.

Storytelling for Conservation
In South Africa, pangolins had been enlivened through the stories told by my fellow classmates from
Acornhoek, and through photographs and vibrant works of art produced by locals to illustrate the
complexities of the illegal wildlife trade. The global pandemic has now painted pangolins in yet
another light, and a more sinister one at that. The power and the value of pangolins transforms with
varying contexts and uses of language. They have been depicted as commodities and products of
capitalization by some, and political agents by others.
In writing this thesis, I acknowledge my role as a storyteller, which is a position of influence imbued
with powerful political and moral agency. Navigating this topic calls for continuous self-reflection
regarding use of language, as well as the scholars I choose to engage with. Erasure, invisibility, and
alienation can result if these factors are not given the proper attention and significance they require
and deserve. Here is one of several provocations I have been ruminating on to guide my voice:
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My story is at the mercy of the seer. If you cannot fully see me, can you really tell my story?
Do I fully exist? Our role as interpreters, designers, and storytellers demands a kind of going
“into the woods” of our own assumptions, biases, beliefs, and disciplinary truths if we want to
see beyond our own experiences and engage difference. Whether we are talking about the
forest, a single tree, or our human presence, how that story comes alive relies on our ability to
engage and embrace those expressions of lived difference that do not always fit into our
accepted frameworks and ideologies about all things green. A vision of who we might be in
the woods and beyond is by default simply a version of life imagined, reflected through our
individual experiences, privileges, fears, and desires. What is missed, overlooked, or
forgotten? (Finney 2018)
Clapperton Chakanetsa Mavhunga’s (2018) exploration into colonial tsetse fly control policies and the
appropriation of African intellect and productions of knowledge has also been a valuable resource on
this journey. Mavhunga uses African terms to describe the African experience so that Africa is not
viewed from a foreign perspective. Instead of “decolonizing” research, Mavhunga advocates for “reAfricanizing” (2018, xiii). Writing their own stories with their own vocabularies is a powerful and
rebellious act, and one that is reminiscent of Jamaica Kincaid’s narratives about reclaiming identity.
Kincaid (2001) wrote of liberation through the changing of names and the use of language, which was
violently imposed by settler colonialists and conquering classes.
My decision to use storytelling as a conservation tool was also informed by the Indigenous research
methodology of “Storywork,” developed by Professor Jo-ann Archibald (2019). Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s
reflection in particular, resonated with me greatly:
We often hear that telling stories and working with stories is a universal experience across all
peoples, cultures, and societies. Unfortunately, we mostly hear that version from a dominant
perspective that has assumed the right to tell the stories of the colonized and the oppressed
that they have re-interpreted, re-represented, and re-told through their own lens. (Archibald
et al. 2019)
Much like the African proverb, “Until the lions have their storytellers, the story of the hunt will always
glorify the hunter” (Ngugi wa Thiong’o 2017; Archibald et al. 2019), this thesis book must
acknowledge the relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. If Indigenous stories are not
given the space to speak for themselves, Western perspectives will continue to dominate the
conservation narrative.
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Although I aspire to elucidate fellow Americans about the injustices faced by vulnerable human and
nonhuman animal populations, I acknowledge that my voice alone will not be powerful enough to
solve the plethora of conservation issues presented in this thesis. My perspective is also limited due
to my place of privilege, the rudimentary experience I have investigating this topic, and the minimal
time I have spent in places where pangolins persist. Despite the aforementioned factors, I contend
that this thesis will bolster the efforts made by past and current conservationists and encourage
futures marked by compassion and coexistence.
This thesis demands the journey of “going into the woods,” as Finney (2018) suggests. As the global
pandemic spikes in waves, I agonize over the communities who are disproportionately affected.
Namely, the tribal nations of Montana, on whose land I seek refuge—the Apsaalooké (Crow), Salish
Kootenai (Flathead), and Cheyenne. According to geospatial data, Indigenous peoples manage or have
tenure rights over a quarter of the world’s land surface (Garnett et al. 2018). These guardians of the

Earth have inspired me to share conservation stories in the spirit of Indigenous knowledges and
practices. Their stewardship is vital in restoring native species populations, encouraging sustainable land
use, cultivating wildlife habitat connectivity, safeguarding migrations and culturally significant resources,
and promoting environmental resilience. It is through their intimacy with the land that the bond between
human and nonhuman is the strongest.
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PART I
Pangolins: Myth to Media
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Chapter 1
Plight of the Pangolin
Spirit of the Night. Ghost of the Dead. Shadow of the Underworld.
This nomenclature originated from the Latin term Manis, which is the Linnaean taxonomical genus for
pangolin (Harvard University, n.d.). Pangolins have been recognized by other titles too; “artichoke,”
“pinecone with legs,” “dinosaur,” to name a few. “Scaly anteater” effectively alludes to the mammal’s
most distinguishable characteristics. However, the pangolin is universally classified as, “The most
trafficked mammal on Earth” (Actman and Bale 2018; African Wildlife Foundation 2019; Challender et
al. 2020; IUCN SSC Pangolin Specialist Group 2020).
Pangolins are solitary creatures, often seeking out a diet composed of ants and termites. Though not
all of the eight species are nocturnal, their behavioral patterns and life histories remain shrouded in a
mysterious veil of darkness. Their elusiveness, coupled with rapidly declining populations, make
pangolins a challenge to observe and collect scientific data on. As a result, the Indigenous
communities who share the mammal’s environment have developed their own means of
understanding the pangolin’s existence—much of which, is steeped in myth and magic.
The four species in Africa consist of the Black-bellied pangolin Phataginus tetradactyla, White-bellied
pangolin Phataginus tricuspis, Giant pangolin Smutsia gigantea, and the Temminck’s pangolin
Smutsia temminckii. The four species in Asia consist of the Chinese pangolin Manis pentadactyla,
Indian pangolin Manis crassicaudata, Sunda pangolin Manis javanica, and the Philippine pangolin
Manis culionensis (WWF 2020).
In 2014, all eight species were classified as Threatened with Extinction by The International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species. The Red List categorizes taxa according
to their extinction risk, which ranges from Least Concern to Extinct (IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species 2020). More aggressive conservation measures were taken in January 2017, when the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) designated
all four African and all four Asian pangolin species under their highest level of protection (IUCN SSC
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Pangolin Specialist Group 2020). Appendix I prohibits all international commercial trade in wild
specimens (CITES 2019).
Despite this declaration, between 2016 and 2019, approximately 206.4 tons of pangolin scales were
confiscated from 52 seizures (Prinsloo 2020). A recent report published by transnational security
analysis nonprofit, Center for Advanced Defense Studies (C4ADS), shows seizures of pangolins
reached a record high in 2019 with more than 128 tons of scales and meat being intercepted by law
enforcement globally (Bale and Fobar 2020; Hornor et al. 2020). It is estimated that the trafficked
total is considerably higher, as it’s likely a significant portion passes undetected, records can be
difficult to acquire, and countries vary in their reporting tactics (Heinrich et al. 2016; Prinsloo 2020;
Wildlife Justice Commission 2020).
Consequentially, the Chinese pangolin has been re-listed as Critically Endangered on The IUCN Red
List of Threatened Species, the Indian pangolin is listed as Endangered, the Sunda pangolin is listed as
Critically Endangered, and the Philippine pangolin is listed as Critically Endangered. Across the
continent of Africa, the black-bellied pangolin is categorized as Vulnerable due to its globally
unknown population, the white-bellied pangolin is listed as Endangered, the giant pangolin is listed as
Endangered, and Temminck’s pangolin is listed as Vulnerable and Vulnerable on the South African
Red List of Mammals (Challender et al. 2019).
Pangolins are nearing extinction, but it is uncertain how many remain. It is estimated that every five
minutes, one pangolin is poached (IUCN SSC Pangolin Specialist Group 2016; Schuler 2017; Bale
2019).
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Chapter 2
Pangolins: Intrinsic & Instrumental Value
Pangolins are the most trafficked mammal in the world, yet their existence remains virtually obscure
outside of biodiversity conservation circles (Actman and Bale 2018; African Wildlife Foundation 2019;
Challender et al. 2020; IUCN SSC Pangolin Specialist Group 2020).
Of all the nonhuman animals commodified and traded throughout the world, the pangolin is
undoubtedly the most culturally and symbolically coveted (Walsh 2019, chap. 12; Xing et al. 2019,
chap. 14). Each culture assigns a different value to the pangolin depending on economic,
mythological, medicinal, and ritual desires (Cooney and Challender 2019).
i.

Money
A pangolin possesses life-sustaining affordances for marginalized, disempowered, and
disenfranchised communities throughout the world. One pangolin is comprised of roughly 800-1,000
scales, and a single scale has enough monetary value to sustain a poor African or Asian family for a
week or more (Coral & Oak Studios 2017; Schuler 2017).

ii.

Myth & Magic
The Sangu of southwestern Tanzania believe that pangolins are sent from ancestors and fall from the
sky. A sighting of a Temminck’s pangolin bears good or bad fortune depending on its will to produce
tears during a ritual song and dance. If the pangolin sheds a tear, it represents a good omen and the
promise of fertile soils from rainfall. If not, a year of drought will ensue (Walsh 2019, chap. 12).
The Lega peoples describe the giant pangolin as the “elder brother” of the white-bellied pangolin.
Among their culture, the mammal is viewed as a hero who inspires villagers to build houses with leaf
tile roofs that mimic the scales of a pangolin. Since giant pangolins are subjects of sacred rites, it is
forbidden to kill them (Walsh 2019, chap. 12).
In Hainan Province and Hong Kong, pangolin scale amulets are rumored to protect the wearer from
ghosts and malevolent spirits (Xing et al. 2019, chap. 14).
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iii.

Medicine
In eastern Asia, pangolins have been incorporated into Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) practices
as early as 500 CE (Xing et al. 2019, chap. 14). A diversity of cultures believe that pangolins possess
healing properties, which can be harnessed by manipulating the scales. Pangolin parts have been
used to cure ailments such as malaria, insect bite infections, blood clots, gynecological diseases,
asthma, and even cancer.
New threats to pangolins loom in the horizon due to the recent endorsement of TCM by the World
Health Organization (Scientific American 2019; Nature 2019). The ancient practice of TCM has no
evidence grounded in the medical science fields, the products are unregulated, and they do not
undergo clinical tests or trials (Scientific American 2019). During the current pandemic, this approval
from WHO will undoubtedly doom pangolins into an accelerated rate of extinction.

iv.

Meat

In some eastern Asian countries, consuming pangolin meat reportedly has the power to expel evil
(Xing et al. 2019, chap. 14).
Rural communities in India have historically hunted pangolins with dogs, smoked sleeping ones out of
burrows, and then consumed them for sustenance. Ethno-archeological research confirmed the latter
two acts occurred frequently among the “vedda” communities in Sri Lanka (Xing et al. 2019, chap.
14).
In Vietnam and China, serving and consuming pangolin meat is a marker of elite social status. The
rarer the animal, the more impressive the dish is to possess. Wealthy businessmen and government
officials have been discovered to consume pangolin soup and even pangolin wine to raise their
hierarchal positions in society (Xing et al. 2019, chap. 14).
v.

Mammalian Fashion
Though pangolins serve a multitude of consumptive and non-consumptive purposes among African
and Asian cultures, there are few people in the United States who are aware of the mammal’s plight,
let alone their existence (Bale 2019). The United States is one of the largest consumers of illegal
wildlife and wildlife products worldwide, with an estimated value of $2 billion annually (Goyeneche
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and Indenbaum 2015; Samodelov 2016). For American consumers with a penchant for exotic leather,
pangolins are a commodity of great prestige.
Pangolins are coveted in the fashion industry for their unique diamond-shaped skin structure, which
is owed to the overlapping keratinous scales that cover most of their body (Heinrich et al. 2019). The
CITES Trade Database, which records global trends in trading networks and partners at the species
level, unearthed an alarming pattern during the time frame of 1977-2014 (Heinrich et al. 2019). Of
the recorded incidents, which amount to 809,723 whole pangolins traded, the United States was
identified as the greatest importer of pangolins and their products in both volume and frequency
(Heinrich et al. 2016). A cross-examination with the database, Law Enforcement Management
Information System (LEMIS) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), evaluated seized
shipments and confirmed that the U.S. accounted for approximately 82.5% of the 46% of pangolins
traded since 2001 (Heinrich et al. 2016).
Further investigations exposed an extensive and complex series of e-commerce trends, advertising
and selling genuine pangolin leather cowboy boots, belts, wallets, and other accessories (Goyeneche
and Indenbaum 2015; Heinrich et al. 2016; Heinrich et al. 2019; Nuwer 2019; Solly 2019; Challender
et al. 2020). In addition to USFWS LEMIS data, which tracked international trade from 1999-2015,
analyses through eBay emphasized domestic trends, revealing an estimated 21,411 pangolins
involved in 163 pangolin skin imports (Heinrich et al. 2019; Nuwer 2019; Solly 2019). The mean price
for pangolin products was US $544, while the maximum starting price was advertised for around US
$13,000 (Heinrich et al. 2019). A pair of cowboy boots had a maximum starting price of US $1800 and
required the whole body of a least one pangolin, while a leather handbag required anywhere
between two and four bodies (Heinrich et al. 2019).
Lead scientist, Sarah Heinrich, concluded that the United States plays a defining role in the historic
decline of pangolins, especially in the years prior to 2000 (Heinrich et al. 2019; Nuwer 2019).
Following multiple investigations including the aforementioned, Defenders of Wildlife President and
CEO, Jamie Rappaport Clark, implored the American public:
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We must reduce market demands for vulnerable species and their products by educating
American consumers about the illegal wildlife trade and it impacts on imperiled species and
how our appetites and fashion desires provide the economic fuel for continued poaching and
smuggling. No species should be sacrificed to produce a nice pair of boots or an exotic bowl of
soup (Goyeneche and Indenbaum 2015).
Unfortunately, there is “little evidence that efforts to reduce consumer demand, a recognized
conservation priority for pangolins, are efficacious” (Veríssimo and Wan, 2019).
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Chapter 3
Re-imagining Pangolins through Multimedia Storytelling
The rich history and mysticism that surrounds pangolins calls for a radical approach to protecting the
mammals, one that is inclusive to the narratives of the Indigenous peoples. Collaboration with local
communities who share pangolin habitats and possess local knowledge, is a necessary means of
garnering sustained support, while maintaining peace. Combined with mainstream scientific
knowledge, mobilization can become more effective (Cooney and Challender 2019, chap. 23).
If compelling-enough conservation tools are not actively pursued, pangolins may disappear before we
understand the extent of their cultural and ecological significances. Naturalist, Sir David
Attenborough, recognized this urgency in 2012 when he highlighted the pangolin as one of ten
animals he would most like to save from extinction as part of “Attenborough’s Ark: Natural World
Special” (Thomson and Fletcher 2019, chap. 21). The series was “broadcast on the BBC in the United
Kingdom and watched by 4.57 million people, making it the most watched Natural World film shown
that year” (Thomson and Fletcher 2019, chap. 21).
Though a valiant effort in garnering global attention, Attenborough highlighted an issue, but failed to
expound on the root causes of poaching. He told only a portion of the full pangolin story without
addressing the structures of power, capitalism, colonialism, and elitism embedded in the geopolitical
history of conservation. Conservationists must navigate how to save these species from extinction,
while being sensitive to cultural traditions and the pervasive inequity among marginalized families
who rely on pangolins for bushmeat and sources of income through the trade (Duffy 2016).
Attenborough’s latest endeavor was making an Instagram account to reach larger populations in the
hope of catalyzing a conservation revolution. In the first post, which attracted 18.1 million views,
Attenborough and his media team proclaimed, “Saving our planet is now a communications
challenge” (@davidattenborough, Instagram, September 24, 2020). However, after only one month
of conservation advocacy, the account deactivated.
In response to David Attenborough’s sudden disappearance, intersectional climate activist, Tori Tsui,
took to her social media platforms with the following address:
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I am disappointed that you focused on overpopulation, without tackling the climate crisis’
roots in overconsumption, colonialism and capitalism. I am disappointed that with such a
huge platform and legacy, you and your team do not need the value of passing the mic and
amplifying the work of Black, Indigenous and People of Colour who have been on the
frontlines. Some of whom are defenders of the biodiversity that you so passionately fight for. I
am disappointed that you don’t use this opportunity to spotlight work of youth activists
around the world. (@torisui, Instagram, November 1, 2020)
Attenborough could have “passed the mic,” as Tsui aptly points out, but instead, his silence will now
perpetuate further greenwashing of conservation stories. Young environmental and social justice
activists will undoubtedly carry this burden, though it is not theirs to bear.
Support for pangolins is also on the rise thanks to creative thinkers like Louise Fletcher, an educator
who uses pangolin art to inspire students about pangolins in range countries like Indonesia and
Nepal, and the Malaysian artist who installed their pangolin sculpture at the Sandakan Airport to
welcome travelers as part of World Pangolin Day in 2018 (Thomson and Fletcher 2019, chap. 21). In
the United States, support is being garnered by Sean Vidal Edgerton who shares his pangolin artwork
over social media and sells pangolin stickers and merchandise to fans (@thepenandthepangolin,
Instagram, n.d.).
There has also been a surge of children’s books on the market dedicated to making pangolins
“adorable” in the eyes of young readers. Some titles include: What on Earth is That? Written by Sarah
Savory and illustrated by Frédéric Baele (2018), and P is for Pangolin: an alphabet of obscure,
endangered, & underappreciated animals, written and illustrated by Anastasia D Kierst (2013). One
storybook, Pangy The Pangolin, by Marika Price and Zach Spitulski, has even enchanted the
conservation nonprofit, Save Pangolins, in which half the profits go to the foundation (Bale 2019).
According to Fraser-Celin and Hovorka, “the stronger the sense of kinship that can be created in the
mind of the reader, the greater the likelihood that a sense of shared responsibility and of mutual
participation in a moral community will also develop” (2019, 15). Anthropomorphizing pangolins
through multimedia storytelling may be an effective means of making this alien species more familiar
and relevant to audiences.
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Through a multimedia lens, and with multicultural and multidisciplinary collaboration, creatures like
the pangolin, which may not be deemed “physiognomically appealing” (Pooley 2016) to humans, or
considered to be “charismatic” (Lorimer 2015; Pooley 2016) enough, can be rendered visible through
diverse voices. Storytelling has the potential to bring the plight of the pangolin out of the shadows,
animate their lives, and make their existence relevant. In the words of Anna Tsing, “it encourages
passionate immersion in the lives of nonhumans” (Tsing 2010, 201; van Dooren and Rose 2016, 85).
Before I delve deeper into the conservation potential of multimedia storytelling, it is important to
understand how the United States of America fits into the global conservation narrative. Particularly,
how the U.S. has assumed a dominant role in telling the stories of other nations. Part II of the thesis
book investigates the economic value of the illegal wildlife trade, follows chains of commodity, and
addresses the lucrative role the. U.S. plays in how they are represented on the global stage.
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PART II
Trafficking Nonhuman Animal Species
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Chapter 1
The United States’ Role in the Illegal Wildlife Trade
Charismatic megafauna species such as rhino, elephant, and tiger, as well as lesser-known mammals
like the pangolin, are among the growing list of endangered species imperiled by the illegal wildlife
trade. This industrial scale transnational crime network has an estimated annual value of USD 20
billion (Wildlife Justice Commission 2020).
Conservation initiatives implemented by international organizations have disproportionately focused
on African and Asian nations due to the geographical regions in which many of these nonhuman
animals are endemic (Sundberg 2006; Escobar 2008; Garland 2008; King 2010; Redford 2011; Peluso
2012; Nixon 2013; Duffy 2014; Li 2014; Goyeneche and Indenbaum 2015; Gonzalez 2016; Mollett and
Kepe 2018; Parreñas 2018). Often forgotten, and critically overlooked, is the United States as one of
the largest consumers of illegal wildlife and wildlife products worldwide, with an estimated value of
$2 billion annually (Goyeneche and Indenbaum 2015; Samodelov 2016). Analysis indicates that
between 2004 and 2013, 47,914 illegal wildlife products, 81,526 pounds of illegal wildlife, and 7,111
illegal animals were seized (Goyeneche and Indenbaum 2015). Results from a 2016 poll,
commissioned by WildAid and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, revealed that 80% of Americans
support wildlife conservation measures, yet 80% of Americans aren’t aware of the illegal wildlife
trade in the U.S. (Bureau of Land Management Knowledge Resource Center 2016; USFWS 2016;
WildAid 2016).
In an effort to combat the trade, the United States signed the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) treaty, alongside 182 other nations (Actman
2019; Guynup 2019; Guynup 2020). Paradoxically, the U.S. ranks second globally in consumption of
products derived from the illegal wildlife trade after China, and is one of seven nations under
investigation for tiger trafficking (Goyeneche and Indenbaum 2015; Gonzalez 2016; Kramer et al.
2017; Felbab-Brown 2017; Actman 2019; Guynup 2019; Guynup 2020).
There are approximately 5-10,000 captive tigers in the U.S., with only 3,900 remaining in the wild
(Goyeneche and Indenbaum 2015; USFWS 2016; Guynup 2019; Nuwer 2020; Leigh 2020). Fueled by
tourism dollars, exotic pet owners capitalize on big cats by establishing “roadside” zoos and private
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safari attractions (Guynap 2019; Guynap 2020). Though the Endangered Species Act outlaws imports
of tigers and tiger parts for commercial use, there is no standardized federal law to regulate
ownership or public handling (Actman 2019; Guynup 2019; Guynup 2020; Champine et al. 2020). As a
result, many states allow for wanton breeding for the purposes of cub petting, posing, and trading.
For example, in Nevada, Oklahoma, Wisconsin, and North Carolina, there are no laws, and in ten U.S.
states, only a permit is required. Though 36 states have a ban in place, a license from the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) can be obtained to circumnavigate regulations (Champine et
al. 2020). Investigations into such facilities often reveal animal welfare abuses, human
endangerment, and illicit behaviors such as wildlife trafficking (Guynap 2019; Guynap 2020). Perhaps
the most infamous case is that of “Joe Exotic,” brought to the public eye through the 2020 true crime
Netflix documentary, Tiger King. Joseph Maldonado-Passage was sentenced to 22 years in prison for
violence against big cats, illegally selling and transporting endangered species and falsifying the
documents, as well as slaying five of his tigers, and orchestrating two murder-for-hire plots (Guynup
2020).
The black market thrives in the United States due to its accessibility and anonymity in digital spaces
(Lockwood et al. 2019; The Coalition to End Wildlife Trafficking Online 2020). E-commerce sites, social
media platforms, and online forums facilitate direct-to-consumer sales, supplying illegally obtained
animal artifacts, body parts, and exotic pets to meet domestic and international demands (Lockwood
et al. 2019; The Coalition to End Wildlife Trafficking Online 2020). Sellers take advantage of the postal
service’s lack of monitoring and security protocols and send shipments via airmail through unmarked
packages or under the guise of benign labels (Heinrich et al. 2019). The global connectivity of the
Internet allows many cybercrimes to evade detection and makes data collection and surveillance of
illicit activity a challenge (The Coalition to End Wildlife Trafficking Online 2020). Furthermore, legal
status is not consistent throughout the U.S. (Lockwood et al. 2019). Governing bodies and federal
rulings determine laws which vary by state, skewing political boundaries and commodity chains
(Lockwood et al. 2019).
These factors contribute to the under-documentation of wildlife trafficking cases in the United States,
inaccuracy of numerical data, penalty biases, negligence, as well as a lack of coverage in the media,
and thus, lack of public awareness (Goyeneche and Indenbaum 2015; Heinrich et al. 2016; Heinrich et
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al. 2019; Lockwood et al. 2019). This is perhaps why Americans can poach thousands of wild turtles
from Florida waters and smuggle them into China undetected (Maron 2019), or why U.S. citizens
illegally cage migratory songbirds from Miami’s forests and force them into vocal competitions for
prizes worth upwards of $10,000 (Ebersole 2018; Nijman et al. 2018; Nuwer 2019; Maron 2020).
Similarly underreported, was the recent break in a case regarding the transnational “Wu”
organization that engaged in wildlife and drug trafficking, shark finning, and money laundering,
operating out of both east and west coasts of the U.S. (U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District
of Georgia 2020; Ortiz 2020).
Despite the staggering evidence to support U.S. involvement in the illegal wildlife trade, responsibility
is diverted to the global South, where disempowered communities suffer from racist and xenophobic
stories about their experiences, eternalized by outsiders. Rob Nixon (2013) thoughtfully inquires:
As American writers, scholars, and environmentalists, how can we attend more imaginatively
to the outsourced conflicts inflamed by our unsustainable consumerism, by our military
adventurism and unsurpassed arms industry, and by the global environmental fallout over the
past three decades of American-led neoliberal economic policies? How, moreover, can we
engage the impact of our outsized consumerism and militarism on the life prospects of people
who are elsewhere not just geographically but elsewhere in time, as slow violence seeps long
term into ecologies—rural and urban—on which the global poor must depend for generations
to come? (34-5)
Though my exploration into avenues of conservation is by no means comprehensive, I analyze some
historical, contemporary, and conventional methods, as well as emerging interdisciplinary
conservation techniques in Part III. The illegal wildlife trade is one of the world’s most pressing
environmental concerns, yet none of the subsequent conservation strategies have individually proven
effective enough to curb America’s monolithic appetite for wildlife consumption. Nixon (2013)
emphasizes how Americans need to be more imaginative in how we attend to environmental
destruction spawned from consumerism. Part IV of this thesis book, in which I deconstruct the many
mediums encompassed by multimedia storytelling, contains the kind of creative approaches we need
to construct more sustainable futures.
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PART III
Conservation Methods
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Chapter 1
Science-Informed Conservation Strategies
i.

Conservation Biology
The biological and biodiversity conservation sciences have historically been a source of siloed, natural
science-driven knowledges and approaches, comprised of biocentric value systems (Rodriguez et al.
2007). Coupled with endorsements by international organizations, conservation initiatives can quickly
become concerned with protecting nonhuman animal populations at the cost of human welfare,
rights, and livelihoods. A common critique is that the biological conservation sciences do not attend
to the history, politics, and power embedded in the places where environmental protection takes
place (Redford 2011; Mollett and Kepe 2018). These misappropriated concerns must be redirected to
acknowledge, understand, and actively engage with the social, cultural, and racial dynamics within
communities who share endangered nonhuman animal habitats.
Despite the noted shortcomings, the field of conservation science is evolving to integrate the
dynamics of social and geopolitical systems, as well as natural ones, into practices. Considering how
much conservation has changed in global contexts, Kareiva and Marvier (2012) reveal how emerging
priorities now include, “pursuing conservation within working landscapes, rebuilding public support,
working with the corporate sector, and paying better attention to human rights and equity.” They
argue, “in conservation, strategies must be promoted that simultaneously maximize the preservation
of biodiversity and the improvement of human well-being” (Kareiva and Marvier 2012).
Though much of conservation informed by science will continue to draw heavily on biological
observations and empirical data, there is a growing push to embrace interdisciplinarity and
intersectionality, which includes, but is not limited to, Indigenous stewardship, the environmental
arts and humanities, decolonial studies, anthropology, geopolitics, and history. This sentiment is
defended with the following statement:
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People deserve a voice in their own fates as well as in the fates of the lands and waters they
rely on. Not only is this arguably the right thing to do from an ethical perspective, it will
probably improve conservation outcomes. When communities self-organize to manage their
local resources, their efforts are more effective than top-down approaches. (Ostrom and
Nagendra 2006; Kareiva and Marvier 2012)
Simon Pooley is a herpetologist who incorporates these same values into his conservation agendas.
Pooley animates animal lives through interdisciplinary research. Drawing on knowledge from fields
such as environmental history and the humanities, animal geography, ethnozoology, and the social
sciences, Pooley maps the social and ecological dimensions of inter-species interactions (Pooley 2015;
Pooley et al. 2017). Using endangered crocodiles as the animal subject, Pooley evokes empathy in
readers to protect a species that is infamously not “physiognomically appealing” (2015, 262) to
humans. Pooley explains that once a species is deemed “charismatic” (2015, 261), we assign a value
to them, thus forming an emotional attachment (Pooley 2015; Lorimer 2007). Jamie Lorimer (2007)
builds upon this ideology by proclaiming that global archetypes such as elephants, tigers, and pandas,
inspire public affection due to their familiarity and aesthetics (918-23). Lorimer’s research aspires to
utilize “nonhuman charisma” (2007, 915) as a means of attuning to the “lively and affective ecologies
of contemporary environmentalisms” (Lorimer 2015).

ii.

Intersectional Environmentalism
One such “contemporary environmentalism” (Lorimer 2015) is “Intersectional Environmentalism,”
which was made popular through social media platforms during the early stages of COVID-19. The
concept of Intersectionality was developed in 2016 by Kimberlé Crenshaw, a professor of Law at
Columbia University and the University of California, Los Angeles (Thomas et al. 2020). Crenshaw
enacted the phenomenon to bring justice to Black women through the intersection of gender and
race.
While contending with disproportionate and increased risks of getting sick and dying from COVID-19,
Black Americans have also been battling heightened discrimination and racism (CDC, Health-Equity
2020; CDC, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 2020; Millett et al. 2020; Nubras et al. 2020;
Price-Haywood et al. 2020; Stokes et al. 2020). The #BlackLivesMatter movement of 2013 was
reignited following a sequence of violent acts of police brutality and murders. The targeting of Black
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and Black Trans individuals has led to an uprising across the United States. The Black Lives Matter
protestors are fighting for justice, the amplifying of Black voices, and the centering of Black creativity
and innovation (BLM 2020).
On the streets, and on sheets of legislature, a diversity of U.S. citizens are championing for reform
politically, academically, socially, and environmentally (Purdy 2015; BLM 2020; Espejo et al. 2020;
Nubras et. Al. 2020; Sengupta 2020; Thomas 2020; Thomas et al. 2020; Wally 2020). Fueled by a
desire to address the unjust murders of Black lives and the silence from the environmental
community, Black environmentalist, Leah Thomas, took to Instagram with a novel application of
Crenshaw’s ideals.
In just a few short months, Thomas attracted support from conservationists, political leaders, and
academics, facilitating her founding of Intersectional Environmentalist, a completely digital,
educational, platform created to “amplify the voices of all those fighting to uplift underserved
communities, preserve cultures, and protect our planet” (Thomas et al. 2020).
The practice of Intersectional Environmentalism has rapidly evolved into a budding branch off of the
conservation sciences tree. According to Thomas, it is an:
Inclusive version of environmentalism that advocates for both the protection of people and
the planet. It identifies the ways in which injustices happening to marginalized communities
and the earth are interconnected. It brings injustices done to the most vulnerable
communities, and the earth, to the forefront and does not minimize or silence social
inequality. (Thomas et al. 2020)
Though Intersectional Environmentalism fights for the planet and the people, there are currently no
specific initiatives catered to nonhuman animals. Many of the organization’s goals are directed
toward raising awareness about the climate crisis through social justice activism and stewardship.

iii.

Compassionate Conservation
Addressing the ethical concerns regarding human wellbeing, while simultaneously being sensitive to
animal livelihood is certainly an obstacle to achieving holistic conservation. The other recently
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established field, “compassionate conservation” (Wallach and Bekoff et al. 2019), attempts to unify
this uneven moral terrain. Compassionate conservation was developed at the University of
Technology, Sydney with the mission to treat all wildlife with respect, justice, and compassion,
without sacrificing human rights (The Centre for Compassionate Conservation 2019). The practice
encourages plurality by bridging the divide between conservation biology and animal welfare
sciences to decrease human-animal conflicts (The Centre for Compassionate Conservation 2019).
Two scholars adopted compassionate conservation as their guiding framework to enrich their
ethnographic study on the endangered African wild dogs in Botswana. The women proclaim that
human welfare concerns and animal sentience, agency, and subjectivity should be positioned at the
forefront of conservation research and practice to ensure individual humans and animals are treated
ethically, responsibly, and with sensitivity to their emotional capacities and intelligence, as well as
their cultural values (Fraser-Celin and Hovorka 2019). Fraser-Celin and Hovorka advocate for what
they call, “responsible anthropomorphism” (2019, 6) to promote empathy among conservationists.
Anthropomorphism explores an animal’s point of view by imagining the world through their eyes. The
ethnographers explain that scientific scholars often observe animal lives through technological tools
such as camera trapping and tracking, but understanding could be significantly enhanced through
anthropomorphizing, which in collaboration with local people, “occurs through personal experiences,
anecdotes, stories, myth, and lore” (Fraser-Celin and Hovorka 2019, 6).
Véronique Servais (2018) offers a pragmatic view to this conservation technique. She writes:
People make sense of plants or animals when they can perceive the ‘pattern which connect’
(Bateson 1974) them to that animal or plant…to make sense of something is to be able to
share a story with it, and this is how people make their environment – both human and nonhuman– relevant. (2018, 2)
Servais reasons that because humans and animals share in biological evolution, they also share a
story. Similarly, to Fraser-Celin and Hovorka (2019), she asserts that through the anthropomorphizing
of animals, humans can partake in a kind of “dialog with their environment” (Servais 2018, 2).
Advocates of anthropomorphism and anthropocentricism see nature as intrinsically, rather than
instrumentally valuable, and place human welfare concerns in equivalent standing to animal welfare
concerns.
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Although intended to counter patterns of injustice, the proposed method of compassionate
conservation through anthropomorphism has inherent limitations. Most notably, being fixed within
an argument that is perhaps too “value laden for conservation,” a fundamentally scientific field
(Wallach and Bekoff et al. 2019, 9). Furthermore, this philosophy prioritizes the “well-being of
individuals over the persistence of species and ecological processes” (Wallach and Bekoff et al. 2019,
9). Compassionate conservation is concerned with both human and nonhuman animal welfare;
however, the animal welfare sciences have historically been commandeered by white activists who
seek to defend animal rights without attending to the entrenched racial implications. This is
inherently problematic and reinforces colonial structures and precarious social inequalities (Donovan
and Adams 2007; Polish 2016; Mollett and Kepe 2018).
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Chapter 2
Nonprofit Organizations
International nongovernmental organizations that establish global conservation agendas can
sometimes threaten the sovereignty of local people, leave little room for local leadership roles and
community-based conservation projects, and disempower grassroots efforts (Rodriguez et al. 2007;
Green 2020). Disempowered people are often excluded from the decision-making processes that
concern them, leaving communities to question whether they can benefit from conservation and
tourism, or if their value has been reduced to objects of colonial gaze, surveillance, extortion, and
violence (Green 2020).
Cooney and Challender (2019) assert that although behavior change can combat nonhuman animal
endangerment, some instances of community engagement and enforcement are unrealistic and
unethical. Many African and Asian communities rely on their land’s natural resources. Therefore,
extra-legal hunting can be a life-sustaining source of income, nourishment, and spiritual practice
(Duffy 2014; Lunstrum 2014; Bűscher and Ramutsindela 2015). Attempting to disentangle their
cultural traditions has controversial implications that can result in human rights violations, unjustified
restrictions on use of wildlife resources, and loss of benefits local people may have received through
tourism and conservation (Duffy 2014; Lunstrum 2014; Bűscher and Ramutsindela 2015; Corry 2015).
Protecting elephants, rhinos, pangolins, and other species imperiled by the illegal wildlife trade
comes at a cost to human agents who share their habitats, as Indigenous and local peoples have been
subject to false narratives in which they are named responsible for a host of wildlife crimes (Lunstrum
2014; Duffy 2014; Bűscher and Ramutsindela 2015; Corry 2015; IUCN-SULI 2015; IIED 2015; CEED
2015; TRAFFIC 2015; Challender et al. 2019; Cooney et al. 2017; Cooney and Challender 2019, chap.
23; Nyus 2019; Roe and Booker 2019). Often, there are factors that cannot be monitored or
controlled for, such as oppression, violence, and corruption, perpetrated by law enforcers and
outsiders (Corry 2015; Cooney and Challender 2019, chap. 23).
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Chapter 3
Community Conservation
As recognized by Cooney and Challender (2019, chap. 23):
Fairness demands conservation should not be pursued at the expense of some of the world’s
most marginalized and poor people. When people feel unjustly treated in the name of
conservation and wildlife protection, anger and resentment can itself be a significant driver of
poaching.
Although attempts are made to be inclusive of the local communities’ voices and livelihoods, focusing
strictly on eradicating poaching, unfairly and disproportionately affects the rights, cultural practices,
and spiritual beliefs of Indigenous and local peoples.
To mitigate oppression from criminal outsiders, as well as law enforcement agents, Roe and Booker
(2019) maintain that the root causes of poaching must first be understood, then nonviolent and
proactive, rather than reactive strategies, must be developed to address it. It’s been suggested that
long-term relationships with the local people must be formed through an on-going process of trust
and reciprocity. This entails that conservation project implementers, funders, and law enforcers,
advocate for Indigenous voices to not only be heard, but become active in decision-making processes
(Biggs et al. 2017; Cooney et al. 2017; Cooney and Challender 2019, chap. 23; Roe and Booker 2019).
A community statement presented to the The London Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade in 2018
proclaimed, “We are the people who are the most affected by the illegal wildlife trade and can be the
most powerful force to address this problem. But this will only happen if communities are
empowered and can benefit from wildlife” (Roe 2018).
Particularly effective instances in which NGOs have empowered local communities who share critical
habitats with trafficked species, can be witnessed here: The art-based conservation program, Seeds of
Light, offers mentorship and classes for children of all ages within the Mpumalanga Province of South
Africa. This region is infamous for extreme poverty, lack clean water, and high HIV+ rates (Seeds of
Light 2017). The organization fosters creativity among the community’s vulnerable families to help
supply jobs and other means of support.
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Paintings by Seeds of Light artists, Terrence Mabaso and VayRoyn Patrick, illustrate delicate human-animal
relationships.
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Painted Dog Conservation is another nonprofit that champions local artists and the conservation of
endangered species—namely the African wild dog. Established in 2003, the nonprofit’s Iganyana Arts
Centre, launched “The Crafting for Conservation” initiative, which turns wire snares collected by antipoaching units into sculptures. The mission states:
Artists are paid per piece for their products and a key goal is to teach and encourage
conservation through the sustainable use of natural resources. Sculptures are shipped to the
USA and Europe, with proceeds raised going towards supporting anti-poaching efforts and
awareness raising activities. (People Not Poaching 2019)
A remarkable example of conservation initiatives implemented and self-governed at the grass-roots
level is in the case of The Reteti Elephant Sanctuary Community United for Elephants (RESCUE), which
is the first community-owned and managed elephant sanctuary in Africa. Nestled in the Samburu
County of northern Kenya, the local people unite on community owned lands, where they care for
their home’s injured and orphaned giants. Not only are they raising future generations of wildlife, but
they are cultivating “wildlife tolerance and coexistence,” and fostering “a new wave of thinking about
wildlife and the environment, that goes far beyond traditional conservation methods, and dives
deeper into the core value of what nature represents” (RESCUE, n.d.). Their website humbly
announces, “Opportunities are being created, livelihoods are improving, and wildlife is returning,
proving that nature can provide a sustainable economy for the populations that occupy its
magnificent ecosystem” (RESCUE, n.d.).
The conservation work shared by local communities discussed in Chapter 3, is sharply contrasted by
the following chapter. Though Chapter 4: “Colonization of Conservation” is not by definition a
“conservation method,” as referenced in the Part III title, it does critically evaluate how conservation
strategies have been implemented historically. It also exposes the forms of oppression that continue
to engender contemporary initiatives.
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Chapter 4
Colonization of Conservation
“History helps disclose for some what others seek to conceal, particularly when such histories are
‘situated’” (Peluso 2012, 80).
Exploitation, oppression, and violence, both slow and immediate, are entangled in history making
practices (Peluso 2012; Nixon 2013; Murphy 2017; Mollett and Kepe 2018). Confronting the colonial
character of wildlife conservation in Africa and parts of Asia is best described as the
“unacknowledged elephant in the room” (Garland 2008, 59). American and European transnational
involvement in African and Asian affairs has been a historically “productive process” (Garland 2008;
Mavhunga 2018; Green 2020). The imperial relationship is characterized by commodification and
capitalization of natural resources, displacement of local people, acquisition and privatization of
lands, and appropriation of wildlife values (Garland 2008; Mavhunga 2018; Green 2020). This includes
determining exactly which histories to render visible, deciding who should be made accountable for
the treatment of wildlife, and who gets to have a voice in conservation (Escobar 2008; Mollett and
Kepe 2018). Exploration of the African continent instilled in conquering classes an imaginary of a wild,
unspoiled, and Edenic place, despite the landscape’s persistent anthropogenic presence. This
narrative served to separate European descendants from the “un-civilized” world, othered and
dehumanized Indigenous peoples, and magnified the human/nature, nature/culture binaries (Garland
2008).
One-quarter of South Africa’s rhinos are owned by largely international investors who have enclosed
them on privatized land, only accessible to wealthy tourists on safari and trophy hunters (Duffy 2014).
This dynamic of displacing local people in the name of conservation has changed little since the 1600s
when South African land was first being cultivated by the Dutch. Land acquisition is a violent display
of power relations. Land is an assemblage of a “rich and diverse array of ‘affordances’—uses and
values it affords to us, including the capacity to sustain human life” (Li 2014, 39); thus, possession of
land implies possession of the human and nonhuman animal actors who reside there.
This pattern of violence is also present in the American landscape. Yellowstone, established in 1872,
was the first National Park in the world (King 2010). The park quickly became the site of aggressive
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management of natural landscapes and reinforced the separation between humans and nature (King
2010). Under government decree, rangers eliminated predator species such as wolves and coyotes,
and forcibly displacement Indigenous human populations, who depended on these territories for
survival (King 2010). “From the perspective of North America’s First Peoples, the white soul-dream of
‘untouched country’ has been a source of dispossession and cultural erasure. It contributed,
classically, to the Ahwahneechee’s eviction from Yosemite as part of Yosemite’s reinvention as ‘pure
wilderness’” (Nixon 2013, 241). Conservation “heroes” such as Theodore Roosevelt, and naturalist
romanticist writers including John Muir, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Henry David Thoreau,
perpetuated the myth of virgin, empty lands, and in doing so, erased the history of colonized people
(Nixon 2013; Duffy 2014).
Another horrific example of claiming rights to land, wildlife, and appropriating values, is in the case of
historical and contemporary trophy hunting and commercial hunting by Americans, Europeans, and
white Africans (Duffy 2014). Private owners control activity related to the hunting of animals, as well
as determine legality. The local people who rely on bushmeat for subsistence, are consequently
deemed criminal for their “barbaric” and “savage” trapping methods, which often require the use of
snares and other raw materials made from the land (Duffy 2014, 829). This dehumanizing
representation and racist dynamic is precisely how the term “poaching” came to be militarized
against local and Indigenous peoples, causing immense xenophobia when discussing the illegal
wildlife trade (Duffy 2014). Akin to Duffy (2014), the terminology of “extra-legal” hunting should be
advocated for as opposed to “illegal” hunting or “poaching,” as it removes the negative and
demonizing connotations (828).
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Chapter 5
Green Militarization
Of the oppressive conservation practices I alluded to in the concluding section of Chapter 3, and parts
of Chapter 4, green militarization, or “green violence” (Bűscher and Ramutsindela 2015), is the most
overtly violent. According to Lunstrum (2014), green militarization is a tactic reputed for human rights
abuses including torture, rape, and murder of suspected poachers, implemented by armed militia,
wildlife rangers, and police, under the jurisdiction of conservation organizations and local
government agencies. Allegations have been raised in countries such as Cameroon, Tanzania, and
Nepal by victims, local witnesses, and investigative journalists (Makoye 2014; Carlson et al. 2015;
Kijo-Bisimba et al. 2015; Mikongoti 2016; Brooks and Hopkins 2016; Baker and Warren 2019; BBC
News 2019; Garcia-Navarro 2019).
One such example is that of “Operation Tokomeza,” a militarized campaign throughout Tanzania’s
wildlife reserves and national parks to apprehend and punish elephant poachers and ivory traffickers
(Makoye 2014; Kijo-Bisimba et al. 2015; Brooks and Hopkins 2016; Mikongoti 2016). Between 2009
and 2014, 60% of Tanzania’s elephant population had been decimated (WCS Newsroom 2015). In an
effort to curb further losses, the government appointed military personnel to manage natural
resources and tourism departments, prioritizing anti-poaching agendas above all else (Makoye 2014;
Kijo-Bisimba et al. 2015; Brooks and Hopkins 2016; Mikongoti 2016). Survivor, Loota [last name
redacted for privacy], was one of hundreds of innocent people accused of wildlife crimes. He
recounted his traumatic experience in 2013 by confessing, “It is as if you are dying” (Brooks and
Hopkins 2016). Loota was eventually acquitted, but not before serving a year of jail time, suffering
permanent impotence from beatings, and going into debt as a result of legal fees (Brooks and
Hopkins 2016). Another report discloses the gunpoint rape of a female victim by three soldiers, while
another still, unveils the death of a woman by the name of Emiliana Gasper Maro, who was beaten as
a result of her husband’s suspected poaching activity (Kijo-Bisimba et al. 2015; Brooks and Hopkins
2016).
Although “Tokomeza” has since been disbanded, there are countless other operations underway
throughout sub-Saharan African range states in the name of conservation. For example, Botswana’s
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environment, wildlife, and tourism minister recruits guerilla fighters skilled in bush warfare and
enforces shoot-on-sight and shoot-to-kill policies (Carlson et al. 2015). Another significant factor that
cannot be controlled or managed consistently, is in the case of “outsiders,” who have no connection
to the communities in endangered species territory and commit wildlife crimes in an organized
fashion with specialized weapons. This can pose a severe threat to the security and livelihoods of the
settlement’s people (IUCN-SULI, IIED, CEED, TRAFFIC 2015; Cooney and Challender 2019; Roe and
Booker 2019).
The final part of this thesis book attempts to highlight the efficacy of conserving wildlife through
creativity and compassion. Though the scholars, artists, and writers introduced in the succeeding
chapters prioritize emotion as their guiding frameworks, their work is informed by the environmental
and social sciences. The transdisciplinary nature of multimedia storytelling has exciting potential for
the future of endangered species and the humans who coexist alongside them. To preface, my use of
multimedia storytelling throughout this thesis is not exhaustive by any means. In fact, there are
several other forms of media and mediums I do not assess. The forms I do explore include: MoreThan-Human Ethographies, Conservation Photography and Wildlife Photojournalism, Visual Art, and
Creative Writing and Fictions.
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PART IV
Multimedia Storytelling
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Chapter 1
More-Than-Human Ethographies
Fostering the perception that humans inhabit a world that is separate from the worlds of nonhuman
animals encourages environmental irresponsibility and wildlife suffering. Constructing boundaries by
alienating nonhuman species desensitizes humans from issues like biodiversity loss, habitat
destruction, and species endangerment and extinction.
Post-humanist and multispecies ethnographic perspectives foster human and nonhuman animal
relationships marked by curiosity, compassion, and a desire to reimagine the entanglements between
our “alien” kinships. Through these explorations, it is revealed how vital it is to “become-with” otherthan-human, or more-than-human worlds. The ultimate goal is to discover and celebrate the intrinsic
value nonhuman animals possess, and illuminate the often misunderstood, and under-studied
propinquity between humans and nonhuman animals.
Thom van Dooren and Deborah Bird Rose (2016; 2017) employ “ethographic storytelling” to enliven
animals as moral agents and render the narratives of critically endangered species visible. Inspired by
ethology, which is the science of animal behavior, contributing authors share their experiences
observing and interacting with animals on the “edge of extinction” (van Dooren 2014). Van Dooren
and Rose assert that cross-disciplinary dialogue is necessary in the field of conservation, as it
encourages responses marked by curiosity, sensitivity, and empathy (2016, 85). They believe that
because our worlds are multispecies, coevolutions and extinctions between humans and animals are
constantly occurring, and it must be acknowledged that nonhuman animals have capacities to affect
change (Rose et al. 2017). Van Dooren and Rose suggest that humans can take responsibility and
accountability for biodiversity loss by animating nonhuman animals through stories (van Dooren and
Rose 2016; Rose et al. 2017). They proclaim that stories are powerful tools, which “draw audiences
into others’ lives in new and consequential ways” (2016, 86). This includes “cultivating the capacity
for response” (89), accountability, “ethical entanglement, care and concern” (van Dooren and Rose
2016, 89).
Native North American philosopher of science, Kim Tallbear, writes:
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The recent move to ‘multi-species ethnography’ applies anthropological approaches to
studying humans and their relations with non-human-beings such as dogs, bears, cattle,
monkeys, bees, mushrooms, and microorganisms. Such work is both methodologically and
ethically innovative in that it highlights how organisms’ livelihoods are co-constituted with
cultural, political, and economic forces…Indigenous peoples have never forgotten that
nonhumans are agential beings engaged in social relations that profoundly shape human lives.
In addition, for many indigenous peoples, nonhuman others may not be understood even in
critical Western frameworks as living. ‘Objects’ and ‘forces’ such as stones, thunder, or stars
are known within our ontologies to be sentient and knowing persons. (2015)
The act of “worlding,” is common practice among the Pueblo and Cherokee people, as well as other
Indigenous cultures. Pueblo way of life is characterized by symbiotic relationships that exist within
nature, not outside of nature. The humans in these communities do not observe from a distant
reality. Instead, they continually engage with nonhuman entities in a dialogue, creating stories of
animism together.
In Landscape, History, and the Pueblo Imagination (1986), Leslie Marmon Silko revealed how “the
ancient Pueblo vision of the world was inclusive. The impulse was to leave nothing out” (264). Things
such as plants, animals, and even rocks, had “spirit and being” (Silko 1986, 265). This unifying
characteristic was amplified by the belief that everyone and everything originated from the “same
source (depths of earth)” (Silko 1986, 272). Equal moral standing and consideration was granted by
the fact that “all beings share in the spirit of the Creator” (Silko 1986, 265). These connections
deepen with the ontological relationality of family-like ties. Silko described:
Life on the high arid plateau became viable when the human beings were able to imagine
themselves as sisters and brothers to the badger, antelope, clay, yucca, and sun…Only at the
moment the requisite balance between human and other was realized could the Pueblo
people become a culture, a distinct group whose population and survival remained stable.
(1986, 271)
This intimate kinship is also celebrated by the Cherokee. In “Ethnobotany and Cherokee
Environmental Governance” (2015), Clint Carroll investigates how living and nonliving relationships
coexist across all “Creation” (121). According to their culture, although humans, nonhuman animals,
plants, and even inanimate objects like rocks, inhabit unique supernatural realms, they all thrive
together in a shared world, which is unified through “spirit” (Carroll 2015, 121). The elders of the
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tribe pass down their medio-spiritual knowledge through a variety of levels or fields. The fourth and
most sacred field is marked by Shape-Shifting—a process which involves transforming into animals by
spiritual means. There may be no more effective method of crossing boundaries and becoming morethan-human than this process.
The theme of ‘becoming,’ as well as relational ontology, multispecies entanglements, and queer
ecologies are heavily featured in Dianne Chisholm’s work, “Biophilia, Creative Involution, and the
Ecological Future of Queer Desire” (2010). Chisholm’s paper reflects on the nature writing practices
and observations of interspecies relations explored by Ellen Meloy. It encourages readers to expand
their imagination beyond Linnaean classification and taxonomical systems and consider the nonlinear “queer desires” (361) and realities that exist beyond human purview.
Influenced by French geophilosophers, Deleuze and Guattari, Meloy aims to illuminate invisible
worlds and examine the proximity between human and nonhuman beings so that we can “abandon
anthropocentric humanism” (360) and learn to better coexist in undeniably entangled environments.
Ellen Meloy explored the threshold of becoming other-than-human in order to better understand the
world of bighorn sheep and their populations, which have become vulnerable due to urban
encroachment. Chisholm synthesizes her experience with these words:
Eating Stone: Imagination and the Loss of the Wild (2005) places the reader with the narrator
in the zone of proximity where human and wild animal "meet," and where the border of
difference is both most intense and most porous. The "'intercourse" that ensues is neither
zoophilic bestiality nor anthropomorphic romancing; rather, it is a transmutation of human
being into something other, prompted by the closeness of the human body to the vibrating
heat and rhythms of the animal pack… (361)
Accessing the “threshold of becoming” (362), as Ellen Meloy suggests, is a transcendent approach to
the state of ecological being and worlding that is perpetuated throughout Chisholm’s reflection. For
Donna Haraway, this phenomenon might be considered a “cyborg world” as it’s “about lived social
and bodily realities in which people are not afraid of their joint kinship with animals and machines,
not afraid of permanently partial identities and contradictory standpoints” (13).
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Juanita Sundberg aims to reinvent dualistic practices that are upheld with the separation of natural
and social realms. She envisions a landscape where nonhuman species are actors that transform,
“inflect,” and “disrupt” (318) geopolitical processes. “Diabolic Caminos in the Desert and Cat Fights
on the Río” (2011) brings to light alienation that is two-fold. Sundberg not only illustrates the
injustices inflicted on endangered animals that inhabit the desert regions, but also the discrimination
of vulnerable human actors that attempt to cross boundaries in the hope of asylum. Boundary
enforcement officers view the native animals as alien; therefore, their protection rights and habitat
needs are dismissed. The very same authorities distance themselves from certain humans due to
their legal standing. Through this alienation, empathy is lost, and the ‘illegal aliens’ become
objectified as ‘other-than’ human…As things. Sundberg divulges:
A relational perspective accounts for the materiality and physicality of bodies while
emphasizing that their properties and capacities are historically contingent and geographically situated outcomes of association, relations between things. Such an approach
promises to animate and enliven the study of boundary making by attending to (1) the
properties and capacities of the many embodied beings that bring the world into being, (2)
everyday practices and doings-in-relation. (322)
Sundberg stresses the importance of an inclusive and collaborative experience; one that assigns
agency to a multitude of species and environments. Ana Tsing also ruminates on the relation
between boundaries and alienation in her novel, The Mushroom at the End of the World (2015). She
writes:
Through alienation, people and things become mobile assets; they can be removed from their
life worlds in distance-defying transport to be exchanged with other assets from other life
worlds, elsewhere…Alienation obviates living-space entanglement. The dream of alienation
inspires landscape modification in which only one stand-alone asset matters; everything else
becomes weeds or waste. (16)
Tsing explains that through alienation, multispecies disentanglement and a practice of capitalist
commodification persists. This means the nonhuman entities are no longer viewed as essential parts
of the whole, or beings with intrinsic value, but rather, disassociated assets to be exploited for
economic and political gain. Tsing observed that through the act of tracking mushrooms, nature and
culture become unified. She recalled that searching and existing alongside the growing animals,
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fortified her connection to the land and her relationship with other-than-human lifeforms (Tsing
2015).
In Animacies (2012), Mel Y Chen explores “queer” possibilities like kinship and intimacy between
humans and nonhuman animals. She extends a voice to overlooked and understudied creatures in an
effort to encourage an ethics of care. Chen crosses boundaries and animates the existence of those
deemed “invisible” as a means of rebelling against biopolitical neoliberal agendas. Queer Animation
enlivens bodies that are rendered “less animate” due to natural and social hierarchies (Chen 2015,
14).
Radhika Govindrajan discovers other means of traversing boundaries. Govindrajan’s ethnographic
account, “The Bear Who Loved a Woman” (2018), illuminates the queer relations women and bears
share in some communities of the Himalayan region. The intensity of their kinship results from a
gendered close-working proximity in the forests, an abusive and controlling patriarchy, and a desire
for sexual liberation and identity. During one particularly striking occasion, Govindrajan and a group
of other people were walking home through the woods when they came across a pile of Black bear
scat on the trail. She recounts this memory:
The bear who had left this trace became familiar to us through our engagement with his/her
bodily effects; even though we did not share any direct contact, our band of travelers gained
intimate knowledge about the bear through his/her material residue (240).
Govindrajan illuminates how boundaries can be muddled through interspecies curiosity. The women
in the communities who had felt constrained and shamed by their society’s boundaries, were able to
traverse divides through imaginative storytelling. By fantasizing about potential futures with
nonhuman animals, the women could transcend and exist in a world where they could be as uncaged,
wild, and free as the bears.
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Chapter 2
Conservation Photography & Wildlife Photojournalism
Storytelling is imbued with immense power. Combined with the visual medium of photography,
storytelling can significantly alter how people perceive the world. In the words of Danielle da Silva,
“storytelling allows us to visualize and manifest new possibilities” (Silva, website 2020). Silva is a
second-generation daughter of refugees of Indian/Central Asian/European descent. As a queer
woman, she sees the world through a nonbinary lens, particularly, when capturing the boundarycrossing worlds of humans and nonhuman animals. In association with her organization,
Photographers Without Borders (PWB), Silva began an online series called, “Storytelling for Change.”
When introducing the digital collective, Silva posed the following line of inquiry to her global
participants: “COVID-19 has us thinking about the welfare and treatment of animals, so how do we
advocate for those voices we do not always hear” (PWB, n.d.)?
Silva’s multimedia telling of human-wildlife conflict stories, extensive documentation of the illegal
wildlife trade, and her devotion to save the critically endangered Sumatran orangutan through
photography, has empowered women-identifying conservation photojournalists across the world. In
an interview with Kara Jamie Norton (2020) for PBS, she expresses:
I’m trying to transpose women into their rightful place, as protectors and caretakers. I’m
trying to heal the pain of those in cages by placing them in healing hands, and bringing in the
energy of what it feels like to be wild. Everything is interconnected—from protecting wildlife
and their habitats, to protecting women and children, and seeking justice for all. And I set the
images to poetry. (Silva 2020)
Winona Ominika is a mentee of Danielle da Silva. Ominika is Anishinaabe (Ojibwe) from the
Wiikwemikoong territory in Central Ontario. Her photography invites Indigenous youth, LGBTQ+ folx,
and newcomers to Canada by amplifying their voices through visual storytelling (PWB, n.d.). Winona’s
goal is to “open up more opportunities for these communities to experience nature, recreation and
traditional culture” (PWB, n.d.).
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Beth Wald is renowned for her documentation of environmental degradation and the cultures and
species that are at risk as a result. Her multimedia series aspires to educate and empower locals,
which is represented in the following words:
Across the world, the lives of Indigenous and rural peoples are changing at a dizzying pace
along with the ecosystems on which they depend; I believe that photography can inspire, can
instill pride of place and culture, create important visual testimony, connect with advocates
who are worlds away and help marginalized peoples fight for their way of life. (Beth Wald,
website, n.d.)
Laurie Townshend builds upon Wald’s work by telling stories of intersectionality through photos and
film. Drawing on her experiences as a Black, lesbian woman, Townshend’s “arts praxis is rooted in the
liberation of marginalized people” (PWB, n.d.). When asked what makes her more than a
photographer, she replied, “My deeply held belief that as artists in the 21st century, we are called to
be hybrids - hyphenated creative ambassadors (I'm a teacher-filmmaker!) who have the privilege and
the responsibility to act as compassionate intermediaries in an increasingly divided world” (PWB,
n.d.).
Celina Chien is an intersectional conservationist, biologist, and photographer. She gained recognition
over social media for her posts on environmental justice advocacy. Now, as a Girls Who Click
Ambassador, Chien is translating her multi-cultural background into valuable mentorship for future
generations of female conservationists. Chien “aims to diversify our perception and approach toward
environmental issues through the way they are presented” (Celina Chien, website, n.d.). She
contends:
Visual storytelling bridges the gap between conservationists and the public; photographs stir
discussion and spark action where conclusions presented by scientists don’t resonate.
Photography after all, is a universal language; transcending borders, cultures, ethnicities and
age. (Celina Chien, website, n.d.)
Ami Vitale also believes visual storytelling possesses the power to transcend cultural, lingual, and
species boundaries. Vitale’s motto is “live the story.” She manifests this through her years of
experience living among communities who coexist with endangered wildlife. This is perhaps most
evident in Vitale’s National Geographic cover story about Sudan, the last male northern white rhino,
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and his bond shared between caretaker, Joseph Wachira (Ami Vitale, website, n.d.). Reflecting on the
quiet moment Wachira said his final goodbye, Vitale (2020) remarks:
I will never forget what it felt like to witness what I believed to be the end of a species. Yet, in
a beautiful twist of fate, this image – an image documenting extinction – is the beginning of
something powerful, something hopeful.
Alongside her frequent visits to The Reteti Elephant Sanctuary Community United for Elephants
(RESCUE), in which she provides extensive multimedia coverage for their organization, Vitale is also a
founding member of Ripple Effect Image. The collective of scientists, writers, photographers, and
filmmakers creates powerful stories that illustrate the impact of climate change on women across the
planet (Ami Vitale, website, n.d.).
Katie Schuler is an advocate for nature’s most at-risk species. This is demonstrated in her
commitment to educating global publics about animal trafficking and the illegal wildlife trade. Her
short film, The Tragic Tale of a Pangolin, the World’s Most Trafficked Animal was produced to
cultivate empathy among viewers to care about the lives of pangolins and the people who rely on
them for subsistence. The film is a manifestation of her goal to “educate and inspire audiences to
engage with the creatures, people and world around them” (Katie Schuler, website, n.d.). Her visual
creations “strike the balance between delicate beauty and steadfast purpose required for truly
transformative storytelling” (Coral and Oak Studios, n.d.). Schuler’s portfolio can be found in the
searchable directory, “Her Wild Vision Initiative,” a brand-new platform dedicated to hiring womenidentifying photographers and filmmakers who tell stories about conservation and the environment
(Her Wild Vision 2020).
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Chapter 3
Visual Art
Visual storytelling is perhaps the most tangible way to elicit emotional responses from viewers as the
reaction time is immediate. Science-informed illustrations and ecological-inspired artwork allow for
creative interpretations of technical concepts, making learning experiences more enjoyable for lay
audiences. The arts are particularly effective when discussing complex issues such as climate change,
biodiversity loss, and the wildlife trade.
MIT Science Writing alumna and Fulbright-National Geographic Storytelling Fellow, Abby McBride, is
a sketch biologist who combines artistic expression and science expertise to document endangered
seabirds (Roth 2018). McBride declares, “I think art can be a uniquely effective medium for drawing
readers into conservation stories, no pun intended. I’m always experimenting with new ways of
telling those stories, using art as well as different digital and social media” (WildArk Journal 2018).
She clarifies, “I use my experience watching these birds and talking to the people who study them
closely to create art that can get at parts of their lives that photography and film cannot” (Roth 2018).
Miriam Burke, David Ockwell, and Lorraine Whitmarsh (2018) tested the efficacy of art for
conservation action by designing a social science experiment in the U.S. and Canada. The experiment
measured how compelled viewers might be to participate in conservation activities after exposure to
locally made artwork about by climate change. The scholars declared that communicating science to
lay audiences is vital during the Anthropocene, as the world grapples with environmental concerns
that occur on timescales that are not always perceptible, or easily understood by humans (Burke et
al. 2018). They expressed that minimizing the apathy that results from distancing, or lack of lived
experiences, can be achieved through establishing emotional connections to a cause (Burke et al.
2018). They found that the integration of artwork within communities’ local environments garnered
attention from audiences who might have not otherwise been motivated to learn about
environmental issues (Burke et al. 2018). Burke, Ockwell, and Whitmarsh (2018) reported that the
installations encouraged inclusive public engagement.
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Serpil Oppermann (2018) also investigates the role of site-specific installation art in the age of the
Anthropocene. Oppermann believes that installation, through its multiplicity of geo- and biocultural
meanings, “produces aesthetic sensibilities about whether human beings can imagine less destructive
ways of interacting with the world” (339). According to Oppermann, art installations serve as spaces
to “rethink the Anthropocene in terms of affective empathy for the Earth” (2018, 338). In response to
an ecological activism project in which thousands of people collaborated to create a crocheted coral
reef (Wertheim 2007-2020), Donna Haraway noted that the piece posed “fundamental questions
about extinction and survival and response,” which fostered “publics that learn to care, to make a
difference” (Haraway 2015). Oppermann indicates that the act of installing is equivalent to the act of
investing (2018, 338), which means that through community engagement, hope can prevail among
disturbed ecologies (2018, 341).
A vital contributor to the growing body of scholarship dedicated to conservation through art, is Susan
Ballard (2017). Ballard’s research is situated within the theoretical framework of the environmental
humanities. She explores material ecologies and nature in contemporary art in an effort to discover
ways of engaging sympathetically with ecological transformation and the inevitability of human and
nonhuman extinctions (Ballard 2017, 276). To illustrate the power of art in engaging diverse
audiences, Ballard analyzed three popular environmental installation works produced by artists from
Australia and New Zealand. In her reflection, Ballard observed that art galleries, outdoor exhibits, and
museums, serve as spaces that encourage sympathy among viewers to understand interspecies
collaborations, coevolutions, and relationships (2017, 269). Ballard concluded that biodiversity loss
and climate change are equal parts cultural and scientific (2017; Demos 2016); therefore, humans
should employ “the imaginative tools” (Ballard 2017, 256) of fiction writing and contemporary art to
respond critically, share concerns, and question our multispecies world.
Elizabeth Deloughrey is another scholar who highlights the conservation potential of storytelling
through art. Deloughrey’s scholarship is influenced by disciplines such as the environmental
humanities, global ecologies, and postcolonial futures, with a particular focus on literatures
associated with American nuclear colonialism in the Pacific. Deloughrey aspires for a future in which
humans acknowledge their inherent relatedness to, and shared kinship with, nonhuman animals. Her
primary source of investigation is the practice of eco-art or “earth art,” which “reflects an
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entanglement with nonhuman forces and a commitment to ecological regeneration” (Deloughrey
2017, 37). To fortify this theory, Deloughrey analyzed the efficacy of sculpture artist Jason deCaires
Taylor, who submerged human-scale statues in the Caribbean to encourage the growth of reefs
through “multispecies collaborations” (Deloughrey 2017, 40). Deloughrey found this creative medium
to be a successful means of addressing issues of pollution, ocean acidification, and reef destruction
(40). She declared that installation artwork, such as deCaires’ underwater museum, allows for
engagement and accessibility to complex ecological issues, which in turn, inspires viewers to become
less anthropocentric and more eco-centric (Deloughrey 2017).
Storytelling through art can become even more accessible when installed within online platforms.
Technology can allow for equitable, interactive, and educational engagement because both temporal
and spatial barriers are removed. Ana Tsing is particularly cognizant of these affordances. Through
her multimedia map-making projects, Tsing collaborates with scientists, artists, and writers to invite a
diversity of audiences to explore digital landscapes. Matsutake Worlds Live, dreamt up by Anna Tsing
and the Matsutake Worlds Research Group, explains, “We study matsutake picking and the
matsutake commodity chain, showing how diverse cultures and ecologies engage each other in the
matsutake trade” (Tsing 2020). Feral Atlas: The More-Than-Human Anthropocene is another map
designed to illuminate human entanglements with nonhuman entities (Tsing et al. 2020). In response
to the platform, Hawai’ian user, Craig Santos Perez, gives the following words of praise:
Feral Atlas is the most innovative digital humanities or sciences project I’ve ever seen. After
being immersed in this transdisciplinary, multimedia, polysensuous, and open-access
experiment, you will emerge more attentive to the feral qualities and patchy infrastructures of
the Anthropocene. (Stanford University 2020)
As noted by Perez, the project is an amalgamation of interdisciplinary dialogue that welcomes
curiosity and reflection. There is even a section devoted entirely to essays about “The Art of
Transdisciplinary Storytelling” (Stanford University 2020). Furthermore, due to the experiment’s
cyber presence, the community continues to grow and the content continues to evolve to reflect
current environmental and social events.
Another artist that raises conservation awareness through digital spaces is Trisha Rao. Using
Instagram as an interactive art exhibit, Rao engages with a diversity of international followers
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through daily posts, story highlights, and live Q&A sessions. Guided by the theme of biodiversity
preservation, Rao designs each animal series using a different visual form. The multimedia elements
include digital painting, graphic design, wearable accessories, printmaking, and apparel design. Some
trafficked and traded species who have informed her art-making practices are pangolins, tigers,
elephants, and bears. In her bio, Rao writes, “I create art that seeks to revitalise the preservation of
Indigenous crafts, biodiversity, and endangered species” (@trishouttawater, Instagram, 2020).
Ecological art or “earth art” (Deloughrey 2017) encourages collaboration between communities and
influences proactive engagement in shared ecosystems (Deloughrey 2017; Burke, Ockwell, and
Whitmarsh 2018; Oppermann 2018; Haraway 2015; Ballard 2017). A recognizable challenge,
however, is the non-linear progression toward emotional engagement that artists aspire to evoke in
viewers (Burke, Ockwell, and Whitmarsh 2018). Though the imagery may be striking, viewers may not
feel the urgency to become active in conservation spaces. For some, the connection and subsequent
behavior change never occurs (Burke, Ockwell, and Whitmarsh 2018). Similarly, to the field of
compassionate conservation, the multidisciplinary approach to conservation action requires further
research and experimentation in order to seamlessly unify the sciences and the creative arts (Nixon
2013; Haraway 2015; Ballard 2017; Deloughrey 2017; Burke, Ockwell, and Whitmarsh 2018;
Oppermann 2018). Furthermore, though some mediums such as outdoor installation art, are made
accessible to the public for free, there are many venues that cause audiences to be reluctant to
participate due to cost of entry. According to Burke, Ockwell, and Whitmarsh (2018), integration in
the local environment where situated knowledges are present, is key in attracting, communicating,
and motivating viewers (103).
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Chapter 4
Creative Writing and Fictions
Art is often observant based, whereas reading and writing are hands-on activities and more
participatory by nature. The physical work of ingesting language and churning out visuals through
one’s imagination has the potential to increase engagement levels, and thus, trigger action and
involvement in conservation causes.
According to Wojciech Małecki, Bogusław Pawłowski, and Piotr Sorokowski (2016), storytelling in the
form of literary fiction influences attitudes toward animal welfare. The scholars assert that animal
welfare campaigns often rely on statistical data, which can lead to “psychophysical numbing” or
“collapse of compassion” (2). In contrast, fiction provides visceral and emotionally charged accounts
of individual suffering, which in turn, increases public attention and minimizes distancing from the
cause (Małecki et al. 2016). They tested this theory by tasking a group of subjects to read an
unpublished novel with a motif of the physical abuse of a laboratory monkey, then filling out a
questionnaire to measure level of concern (Małecki et al. 2016). Their results were weighed against
those of the control group, who read a novel without an animal theme. The study aimed to fill a gap
regarding lack of experimental research on the power of fictional narratives to arouse welfare
concerns towards nonhuman species. The authors found that the experimental group’s attitudes
toward animal welfare were significantly higher than that of the control’s (Małecki et al. 2016).
The genre of climate fiction, or “cli-fi” has increased in popularity over the past decade, as
anthropogenic impacts on the environment are becoming more apparent and deeply felt (Evans
2017; Schneider-Mayerson 2018). In an effort to measure readers’ understanding of environmental
degradation on human and nonhuman lifeforms, a qualitative survey of 161 American readers was
conducted using a curated list of 19 works of climate fiction, featuring authors like Barbara Kingsolver
(Schneider-Mayerson 2018). The empirical data revealed that cli-fi audiences were predominantly
young and liberal, and more concerned about climate change than nonreaders of climate fiction
(Schneider-Mayerson 2018). Schneider-Mayerson (2018) attributes the experiment’s results to the
following observation:
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Literature can be quite effective at enabling or compelling readers to imagine potential
futures and consider the fragility of human societies and vulnerable ecosystems. While it may
not play a significant role in convincing skeptics and deniers to reconsider their positions
(partially because they are less likely to read these works of fiction), it might effectively nudge
moderates and remind concerned liberals and leftists of the severity and urgency of
anthropogenic climate change… Whether this heightened concern leads to meaningful
changes in behavior or politics is not yet known, but this research suggests that clearer and
stronger messaging about appropriate behavioral responses to climate change is urgently
needed, as is more empirical research on environmental literature and art. (495)
Rebecca Evans grants another perspective regarding the value of science-based fictional storytelling.
Evans is a professor of American literature who situates her research across the fields of
environmental and social justice, speculative fiction, Afrofuturism and Indigenous futurisms, and the
environmental humanities (Winston-Salem, n.d.). Evans’ scholarship addresses the ways in which
climate fiction, speculative fiction, and other forms of creative writing mediate spaces marked by
inequity (Winston-Salem, n.d.). Her essay, “Fantastic Futures?: Cli-fi, Climate Justice, and Queer
Futurity” is featured in Resilience: A Journal of the Environmental Humanities as part of the
“Environmental Futurity” edition (Spring-Fall 2017). It details the value of multidisciplinary
scholarship and storytelling to garner participation from diverse communities to imagine alternate
futures.
Evans (2017) argues that the humanities help to energetically disseminate important knowledge to
readers who are not experts in natural science fields. Additionally, the use of cautionary tales helps to
communicate wildlife destruction in emotional ways, which empirical statistics and figures cannot
(Evans 2017). Evans (2017) asserts that the arts and humanities kindle environmental and social
appreciation, which can excite viewers and readers to ethically engage with ecological realities.
Winner of the 2019 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction, The Overstory by Richard Powers (Richard Powers
website, n.d.), is a celebrated example of fiction and creative writing being employed as a novel
conservation tool. The book sheds light on the agency trees have to influence and inspire humans
from all walks of life. Powers writes:
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To be human is to confuse a satisfying story with a meaningful one, and to mistake life for
something huge with two legs. No: life is mobilized on a vastly larger scale, and the world is
failing precisely because no novel can make the contest for the world seem as compelling as
the struggles between a few lost people (2018).
According to Powers, care for the earth and the nonhuman life that abounds, cannot be recognized
through debates. “The best arguments in the world won't change a person's mind. The only thing that
can do that is a good story” (2018). Bill McKibben responds with the following sentiment: “Richard
Powers manages to turn trees into vivid and engaging characters, something that Indigenous people
have done for eons but that modern literature has rarely if ever even attempted” (2018).
In analyzing the benefits of fiction storytelling to inspire conservation efforts, it must be noted that
despite its inclusive scope, anthropomorphizing, even when executed “responsibly” (Fraser-Celin and
Hovorka 2019), has the potential to misrepresent the cognitive and emotional capacities and
experiences of animals and nonhuman entities (Małecki et al. 2016; Servais 2018; Fraser-Celin and
Hovorka 2019). Additionally, fiction writing can trigger polarization, distancing, or apathy among
readers if the narrative is overtly negative or apocalyptic in nature (Małecki et al. 2016; Burke,
Ockwell, and Whitmarsh 2018). Similarly, writing damage narratives can render “lives and landscapes
as pathological,” which “amplifies the burdens of settler-colonial and racist violence” and
“resuscitates racist, misogynist, and homophobic portraits of poor, Black, Indigenous, female, and
queer lives and communities as damaged and doomed, as inhabiting irreparable states that are not
just unwanted but less than fully human” (Murphy 2017, 496).
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CONCLUSION
In consonance with the explorative and experimental nature of this thesis book, I would like to impart
readers with another story. This story is indeed multimedia, as I use my personal photographs
accompanied by written reflection to recount my experiences.
In the Introduction section, I illustrated how pangolins are perceived through my photographs, and
through the voices of Acornhoek’s local people. To conclude, I will return to my time in South Africa
to ruminate on the varied interactions I observed between humans and wildlife.
The first series of images were taken at the Mahlahla Game Reserve, a slab of private property
designated for paying tourists and trophy hunters. On this particular day, our class was granted
exclusive access to an event that was both intimate and chaotic—the relocation of sable antelope
bulls.
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The veterinarian, seen precariously balancing anesthesia syringes, had to ensure the bulls were
sedated through their transportation to the area of land where they would graze until their
predetermined date of expiration. The fate of the bulls would be as clinical and as precise as the
manner in which they were temporarily pacified now—however, the next injection would be lethal.
In the dusty scuffle of flailing bodies, both human and animal, and in between the cacophony of bilingual commands, the American hunters, decorated in pink and green camo, enthusiastically took a
front row seat in the bed of the truck.
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The pandemonium was likely an exhilarating bonus to their nearly USD $20,000 ticket to shoot a preselected, pre-packaged moving target. The cost undoubtedly took into account the expenses
associated with maintaining 30 acres of “breeding camp” territory. This cultivated land ensured the
paying customers a genetically pure trophy, unadulterated by any physical deformities that might
result from inbreeding among the herd. The sables were worth more money this way. Greater
bragging rights too.
This static, disassociated, and productive system of values perpetuated by elite hunters, is the
antithesis of morals shared by the South African conservationists who often sacrifice their lives to
defend imperiled wildlife.
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Precious Malapane, of the Southern African Wildlife College Anti-Poaching K9 Unit, doubles as a
single mother and a dog-trainer. Wildlife rangers assume many roles in service of their communities.
They may combat the illegal wildlife trade through military missions, become ecological researchers
and conservation educators to local students, or become rehabilitators of injured and orphaned
wildlife. Rangers monitor millions of acres of protected area, risking terrorist groups, disease, and
fatal accidents, as well as separation from loved ones for what could be months at a time. Whether
out in the field, protecting the world’s biodiversity, or at home, providing for their families, their
impact is felt globally.
I was often told by the wildlife experts and rangers, that a dead animal is worth far more than a living
one in the trade. A privately owned rhino for example, costs around USD $20,000 alive, whereas,
post-slaughter, one can sell its horn on the black market for USD $60-70k per kg. It’s through this
commodification of life that nonhuman animals, and the humans who protect them, become
alienated, become less-than, become invisible.
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Storytelling is the medium for which these lives may be reimagined. It will never be enough to
dissolve centuries of systemic inequities. It will never be enough to eliminate the American demand
for wildlife, or the supply in marginalized communities, but it may be enough to evoke the kind of
empathy needed to inspire conservation action.
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